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Abstract
The purpose of this pa per is to survey th e stud y recentl y d eveloped on the elec tromagnetic energy ra ui a ted from lightnin g, i. e. atmospherics, n ot including propaga tion.
Cha rac teristics of the elec trosta ti c, inducti on a nd ra di a tion field s of lightning a re
full y d escribed , incbdi ng the f requency spectrum in th e neighbourh ood of the soUJ·ce.
C onseq uentl y this p a pe r will suppl y a fou ndat ion to the stud y of prop agation of
a tmospherics, slow ta il , ELF and VLF propaga tions, whis tle rs, mechanism of lightning
discha rge, etc.

I.

Introduction

This pa pe r ai ms the sur vey of the general feature of the d e velopments of obse rva tion and theory whi ch have been made recen tly in the field of elec tromagneti c
radiation from ligh tnin g.
In o rder to stud y t he characteristics of the lightning disch a rge ma n y kinds of
measure ment h ave been mad e a nd de ve loped, i. e. optical, photoelectric, electrosta ti c
a nd elec tromagn eti c method s have prevailed a ll over the world. H ere in this p a pe r,
specifically, the characteristics of electromagnet ic energy, i. c. a tmospherics in a b road
sense, radi ated from light n ing, not includ ing p ropagation, a rc d escr ibed .
The a tmospherics propagate through th e space uetwec n the ionosp here and the
earth in the wave gu ide tra n smission mode or in th e ray mode reflecting be tween them.
Some of the energy penetrate the ionosphere into exosp here along the geomagne tic line
of force, a nd go to the othe r hemisphe re whe re they are reflected !Jack and re turn to
the source aga in along almost the sa me geomagne ti c li ne of force. As the exosphere
is the med iu m of plasma w ith magne tic fiel d , it is d isp ersive an d during the journey
a tmospheri c pulses b ecome whistlers from whic h th e density of electron in th e exosphe re
is evalua ted a nd the existen ce of p roton in it is p roved.
F req uency spectrum of atmospherics a t the va rious distances f rom th e sou rce wi ll
sh ow the propaga ti on cha racter istics of L F a nd VLF waves. Although the inten sit y
a nd phase of VLF waves are d ist urbed b y the sola r flares, the geomagnetic storms
a nd the allied phenomen a, their intensit y d ocs n ot c ha nge a ppreciably to disturb th e
• T h 1s IS an intro:luc tory pnp~r invited to the T h 1rd l ntPrnntional Con ference
of Atmosph:;ric and Space E lectr icity he ld a t Montreux, S w itze rland in 1963 .
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rad10 communications on \'LF waves. Generally speaking, the VLF waves propagate
long distances stendi ly with very low atlenuntion in all cases, and so th ey are very
useful in the international comparison of t he frequency standards, in the radio method
of navigation, and really atmospherics on \ ' LF range emitted from meteorological
disturbances such as thunderstorms, typhoons, tornadoes, fronts, troughs, e,>tC. arc indispensable to the modern weather forecasting. This is because the rad io engineers and
geophysicists make much of the study of atmospherics and whistlers.
Consequently the investigation of characteristics of electric fields in the neighbourhood of a lightning discharge, is very useful in the study of the mechanism of lightning
discharge, the propagation of longer radio waves and the interference of atmospherics
to radio communications.
For this purpose workers have made so far the waveform measurement with wide
hand rccciveis of about 50 cjs- 300 kc/s, the upper limit being taken far less than
the broadcast band to avoid its interference, and the intensity measurement with
narrow band receivers, in which the bandwidth is less than I kc/s to avoid interference
in a l"airly clouded higher frcqucnry region. ELF band, 1-3000 c/s, which is recently
attracting attentions of engineers and scientists, is measured with receivers of pass
band 1-50 c/s for a lower frequency region and with waveform recordc1s f01 a higher
frequency region. ''slow tail". Fur HF, \ ' fJF and UHF regions observations are made
with single frequency recei vcrs of very narrow hand width to obtain h:gll gain and to
avoid the interference of radio comm unications.
Lightning discharges are divided into 2 classes, i. c. the cloud-earth discharge and
the intra-cloud discharge. The cloud-earth di~charge comists of the pre-preliminary
discharge, the preliminary discharge (Ig, ignition stage or ll, breakdown stage, I,
intermediate stage and a, L, leader stage.) , b, R , the return st reamer stage, c, J, the
junction streamer stage, S, F, the final discharge stage, etc. Corresponding to each of
these optically observed stages, a characteristic change of electric field is observed
with a fairy good response. 1'2,'3· 4 'Sro
The intra-cloud discharge also displays charateristic field changes somewhat different
from those of a cloud-earth discharge. Therefore the investigation of electrostatic,
induction and radiation field of these stages, and the comparison among them arc
very useful in investigating the details of characte1·istics cf lightning phenomena. This
is because the electronical methods, developed remarkably in the last decade, arc
recommended over the optical methods for revealing the details of the phenomena
quantitatively.

II.

Electrostatic Field

ln accordance with the obsrrvat ion at d istanccs 25-250 km, Pierce '' found , with
capillary electrometers, the rebtion between the positive and negati\ e slo\\ -mean-field
changes effected by distance. The field obeys the inve1·se cube 1elation and corresponds
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to a change of elect r ic moment of II 0 coul-km, i. c. lO a field-change of I v / m a t I 00
km. It is well known that ncar a storm most field-di scharges arc positive, while as
the distance of the activity increases, negative f icld-cha ngcs become more frequent.
For any pa rticular yea t· a nd for magn itudes less than about 100 vjm, the ratio
N l- /N , where N + and N- a rc the number of all positive and negati ve field changes,
is constant. This constant value may differ from year to yea r, but there is 11 0 significan t ch a nge with magnitude betwee n 100 and 0.1 v/m. Above 100 vj m positive fieldchanges become increasingly predom inant as the rnagnitudc of the field-change rises.
A field-cha nge of 100 v j m corresponsponds to a distance of about 20 km; the constancy
of N + /N below 100 v j m, therefore, implies t hat di sc harges, producing a reversal in
the sign of the associated field- change beyond 20 km, do not occur. T he changes
from year to yea r in l'\ -r jN , for f ie ld changes
I 00 v /m, are, the ref ore, not to be
regarded as characteristics of the year but rather as representing diffet-ences betwee n
particular storms.
Slow negative f ield-changes arc due to air or cloud discharges which either lower
positive ch arges or, more probably, rai se negative thatgcs. Slo\\' positive field-changes
are produced by flashes whi ch do not reach the ear th, and whi ch probably involve
the d ownward movement of negative charges. Slow positive f ield-changes with fast
elements arc produced by flashes conveying negative electricity to the ground. U sually,
a gradua l L rise in the field is succeeded by one or more rap id R ele m ents separated
either by quiet intervals or Ly slow j cha nges, and often there is a final S or F
section.
Takagi io observed th at in ground di scharges the slo w electrostatic change is negative
for a ncar flash (with in 5 km , positive to negative at distances 5 - 15 km, posi ti ve at
15- 20 km or more, and a large ground stroke pulse a lmost always has a positive and
very steep fron t.
The difference between the slow field change of a ground discharge and that of
a cloud discharge is that the polarity of the dipole contributing to the slow change of
a ground discharge is negative and has a reversed relation to that of a cloud di scharge,
because the net field cha nge is negative in a ncar distance and becomes positive in a
long distance. Hillebrand r4a l obta ined a rather unexpected result during his observation
of lightn ing discharges. With lightning strokes a t a d istance of 3-8 km from his
laboratory at Uppsa la, it turned out quite often that the cathode ray was disappearing
for a period of 5 -10 ps. The magnetic field was considerably greate r than the field
calculated for the return st roke with a veloci t y of about one-fif th to one-quarter of
that of light. His interpreta ti on would be postpo11ed to future study and he wonders
why th is fact was not found in ea rlier observations.
I. Pre-preliminary discharges.
Takeuti '7' observed th at about 5090 of the ground
discharges arc preceded by a pre-preliminary discharge, duration 50 - 800 ms with

median of 177 ms, which occurs w ithin 500

m~

before the first g round stroke, and so

this discharge pn'cedes the "pt-climinar > di-,chargc". In some thunderclouds the greater
pa1 t of the first ground stroke is preceded by a pre-preliminary di schat·gc, \\ hilc in
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others the strokes are preceded o nl y by a preliminary discharge.

On the a vc•·age th e

gmuncl discharges preceded by a pre-preliminary discharge have fewer ground strokes
than those preceded only by a pre liminary discharge; the pre-preliminary discharge
probab ly neut ralizes the negative charge in the g round stroke.

The relation between

the pre-preliminary discharge and the preliminary discharge is not yet known at
present, but the former's characteristics arc a lmost similar to those of a cloud discharge
and it seems very likely that they excite prelimi nary di scha rges.

2. B or Jg field change. 12 'til
The I3 field change, duration 2 - 10 ms, is negative
at distances up to 2 km, positive at distances in excess of 5 km a nd positive or negative
between 2 and 5 km ( ~1alan ) ; negative up to G km, positive in excess of 10 km and
positive and nega tive or indeterminate between 6 and 10 km (I shika wa !. Taking into
accou nt that the maximum ch:mge of electric field occurs at a distance D - , 2 ll,
where H is the height of charge centre, B field change is attributed either to a positive
charge moving upwards from a minimum height of 1.4 km, or to a r:cgative cha•·gc
moving downwards from a maximum he ight or 3.G km. r21 The fact that the calculated
heights of 1.4 and 3.G km arc in close agreement with the respective heights of the base
of the cloud (1.5 to 2 km ) and the lower region of the negative-charge centre I\ (3 to
4 km ) , strongly suggests that th e B field change is due to a discharge bet" ccn ~ and
the positive charge centre p si tuated nea r the base of the cloud to make the discharge
channel between p and N conductive.
3. I field change. '21WI The I field c hange, duration 0-400 ms, is the part to
con nect the B and L field changes and the rate of change of field is either fairly
uniform or variable.
4. L field change.

11{2; 5,

The L field change, duration 4-30 ms, conc>spvnds roughly

to the photographed stepped leade r process, but whenever a direct correlation is
obtained, the L field change lasts from 1.14 to 4.5 times as long, the difference increasing with the order of the stroke in the series. This indicates that successive
strokes come from progressively higher regions. The L field changes arc negative and
hook-shaped when near, and positive and approx imately parabolic when far. The
change in sign with distance shows that the leader lo\\"crs a negative charge from the
cloud and distributes this cha rge along its channel.
Two types of L variation preceding the first rapid R clement are distinguished
upon the field rccords. ·31 In the first, the increase in field is uninterrupted up to the
R portion, while in the second, the initial slow field-change is succeeded by a qu iet
part usually last in g until the rapid section, a lthough there is sometimes a fairly short
slow rise in field immediately preceding the R element.

Somewhat similar effects

have been noted by Schonland and given the titles a and 11: this nomenclature is
retaindcd here, the two kinds of initial field-change being denoted by L (a ) and L IBJ.
The average duration for the L (a ) change is 50 ms, while the corresponding f igure
for the L 1/j ) varict y is 175 ms. The proportion of the total change of field, due to
the w hole discharge, occuring during the L sec tion , is found to be significantly higher
for L ($ ) than for L ( a: ) variations; the appropriate pc•centages are 55 '-(1 a nd 40 "(1 in

Europe 131 and 75% and 9-?,; in Japan.lm
5. R or Main discharge field change. I The R field change is made up of 2 parts.
The rapid portion Rb has a duration of 50 to 250 /IS (most f requent va lue 165 11s) ,
a nd evident ly corresponds to thr rapid upward movement of the retu rn streamer, its
duration between 1.5 and 2.0 ti mes as great as the time taken f or the return streamer
to reach the cloud base. Rb is followed by a slow field change Rc which lasts from
70 to 900 11s, corresponding roughly to the duration of continuing luminosity in the
return streamer channel. Both Rb and Rc are of positive sign at all distances as
would be expected if they were due to the removal to the ea rth of negative charges
from the leader channel and the cloud. But at the di stance of more than 15 km, Rb
indicates a superposed pulse which deflects at first on the positive side and then on
the negative.II 516, Rc from a ncar flash to the ground frequetly shows small hook-shaped
field changes which occur for a period of up to 6 ms after Rh. I ts duration is between

200 and 800

/IS and its amplitude is 0.2 to 0.01 times of Rb.
I t seems that these
hook-shaped changes can be directly related to the M components of luminosity in
the return streamer chan nel. At a distance they show only minor radi a tion pulses.
This field change 'S) in the interval between the separate
G. J field change.
strokes of a multiple disc harge to the groud is found to be negative for a ncar flash
(within 5 km ) , negative to positive at a distance 5-12 km, Malan IS) found 23"'o

positive,

:n;o

zero and 40"r.- negative, while Wormell and P ierce 19J found 25.?o positive

and 75°-? zero. It is believed that during this pmccss there occurs a discharge between
the positive charge brought to the top of the discharge channel by the return streamer
and the negative charge in the cloud. This discharge makes conductive the part of a
colum in the cloud, which has abundant negative charges, to excite the next dart
leader. Taking into account the change of sign of J field cha nge with distance,
Malan !a> considered that the discharge proceeds upward in the cloud and at the same
time the effect of positive charge, which is high above the cloud and di scharges
upwards, does not come out a t a short distance due to the masking effect of the J
field change and appears prog ressively with increasing distances. Accot·ding to the
observation at Soccoro Mountain (alt. 7,200 ft or 2,200 m ) by BrookUCI t he J process,
in which a streamer moves slowly upward in the intervals between the return strokes
was clearly visible as it penetrated the remote regions of the cloud. The uppermost
region from which the return stt·okc originated was observed to move (in steps reminiscent of darts) upward a nd outward, illuminating new regions of the cloud, before
a new sec tion was added tO the channel of the previous return stroke and a new stroke
occurred. Some disc harges to the ground appeared to origi nate fro m a vertical
column, bu t by far the greater number were seen to progt·css horizontall y or inclined
about 30 to the horizontal. The horizontally progressing junction st ream er occurred
about 3 times as often as the vertical streamer. These observations a rc consistent with
the field measurement of Wormell and Pierce. (9•
He,.,itt 1 ~ emplo yed a radar equipment at a frequency of 600 :-..1c;s for the study
of' st reamer movement within thunderslouds in the intervals between strokes to the
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ground.

The observations show that ascending echoes occur at incrc<1sing ranges and

angles of clr\'ation in the intel'stroke inlet va ls, the heights incrc<~sing "ith the order of
the intervals in the series. This is in accord w ith what would be expected if th e
echoes came from J st rcaml'rs and th e (Jbserved vertical velocity agrees with that
found for the

J

streamer.

A futher observation shows that echoes a t lower heigh ts

less than 4 km persist throughout the series of ascend ing

stre<~mcrs

and often show a

considerably hori zontil l movement.
7. F field change.
l\1al<~n iZ found that the F field change is a large final slow
positive field change most f requently occuring after flashes having fewer than 4 strokes
in the multiple stroke process. It is shown that this field change is due to a continuous
discharge to the groun d of part of the negatively charged column higher than that
reached by the last stroke.
column is similar to th e

J

The mechanism of progress of u pwa rd discharge in the
process. The discharge to the ground changes from

intermittent to continuous w hen the charge density becomes too low. I t is believed
that during this process there occurs a more active discharge bet ween the positive
cha rge at the top of the cloud and the negative charge above it, a nd the effect of this
di scharge is not clear at short distances due to t he masking effect of F process tn the
negatively cha rged column, but it appears markedly with increasing distances.
8.

In! ra-clond discharge field change.

Cloud d ischargcs show large slow conti nuous

electrostati c field changes \\hich arc positive when the discharge is ncar and become
nega ti ve when the distance

increascs. ls lt~

Small rapid step-like or pulse-form changes

w hich are responsible fo r sudden b ursts of bright luminosity arc usually superi m posed
in sporadic fashion on the slow field c hange.
Takagi •s, found that in cloud d ischarges the slow elrctrosta tic change is positive
for a near f lash (within 5- 10 km ) , negative at 10-20 km or more. It suggests that
t he cloud discharge generall y dissipates a positive dipole in a cloud. The observed
an d estimated field intensities of the electrostatic field changes due to cloud discharges
are shown in Table 1, w here t he estimated va lue is obtained by assum ing that t he
cha rges +25 and - 25 coul, are located at the height of 8 an d 4 km respectively o n
t he g round disch arge.

Table 1.

The observed and the estimated field intensities of the e lec tro static
field changes due to cloud discharges.
Observed

Distance

Rapid process

(km)

0
5
10
15

*

tvj m)
-

5

50- :JOO

10

10 -

15
25

2 5 -

100
20
10

Estimated

Slow process
(kv/ m)
1

.1
.1

I

-

:30

-

5

-

.05 -

1

absolute value*
_ lkv /m~

2.6

l
.5 I

-

0

21
2.6

.25 -

.09 -

It is assumed that + 25 and
25 caul of electricity are located at
the altitudes 8 and 4 km respective ly on a vertical line.

.:n
. 25

I

Ill.

Induction Field

I. B or Jg pulsa tions.
Accord ing to l shik;l\\ a,'G' Clarence a nd l\Ia la n,t2' at a
dista nce more th a n 15 km the B or Ig field chan ge starts with a train of large and
predomina ntly positive pulses of varying and gradually decreasing am plitude. The
interval be tween th e pulses is irregular and varies from 80 to 230 flS. The most frequent dura tion of the pulse train is between 2 and 4 ms, the longest train obse rved
lasting for 12 ms, the duration s corresponding with those of the electrostatic B field
c hanges. Small amplitude pulsa tion s of which tint c separations arc betwee n 5 and 10
11s a rc often superimposed on the large low ft·cqucncy B pulses. They usuall) continue
with varying amplitude up to the incidence or the return stroke.
2. I tmlsations. l2i'.~'
The pulsations in the int erval between the B a nd L stages
a re high frequency pulsations of ver y sma ll amplitude. P eriodic spurts of isola ted
pulses, of amplitudes comparable with those of th e B pulses, often occur during the I
phase. These pulses arc positive when the rate of change o f electrostatic field increases
and negative when the rate of change of field decreases. When a return stroke
follows a large 13 pulse train in less tha n 30 or 40 ms, the w hole intermed iate interval
is occupied b y the characteristi c high frequency L pulsations described in the next
paragraph, which sugges ts that in these cases the I stage is short o r a bse nt.
3. L j>tdsations. 12 1 The field changes immedi a tel y precedin g a return stroke consist
of a train of stt:cp a nd predominantly positive pulses following one another at 5 to 10
:1s inter va ls. Some o f the pulses arc of larger ampli tude than those intervening. The
larger p ulses follow one another a t intervals between 30 and 80 ttS, which is the same
as the pause time between the b r ig ht steps of step ped leaders. The observ<: tion ,
however, that st rokes subsequent to the first arc often preceded b y simila r pulse tra ins,
indica tes tha t they ca nnot wholly be clue to the stepped process in the d own ward
leader. Since the effects in the intervals between t he strokes of a flash must be due
to J strea mers, it is reasonabl e to conclude that the similar fi eld changes immediately
preceding the first st roke arc also mainly caused by strea mer discha rges inside the
cloud, which suppl y c harge to the advan cing lead er. The pulses during the L part of
the discharge a r e smalle r in a mplitude than th e B pulses. The a mplitude ratio of B
to L pu lses v.1rics from 3 : I to 20 : I, the higher the rate of chan ge of the electrostatic
field durin g th e B stage, the la rger this ratio.

IV.

The Radiation Field ' 211~ lt

l. Prelim inary discharge process.
The radiation field of a preliminary d ischarge
process in the ground discharge is remarkable in every frequency. It is obse rved even
when th e static field change is not c lea rl y approved. The B, I and L stages a lways
show some indica tion of high frequ ency radiation. Usually the amplitude of L is
la rgest, a nd then th a t of B and I the smallest; th e radiat ion fields of B and I stages
are negligib ly small in the f requency range between 200 cjs a nd 20 kc/ s. The radiation
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field of subsequent dart leaders is not essentially disti ng uished from that of
filling up in intcr-stroke period especially at hig her frequencies.

J

process

The records obtain ed during the d;tytime illustrate three common types of L field
radiations.

(i) The a type (duration 2-25 ms) having a stn<tll, almost uniform train

of pulsations whose amplitudes are often less th a n 1/ 100 of that of the return stroke.
(ii ) The slow (3 type (duration 3-19 ms) whose initial pulsa tions are slightly larger
than the later ones, w hich rese mble those of the 11' type. (i ii ) The large-amplitude
fast (1 type (duration 1-7 ms) whose initial pulsations may have amplitudes up to half
as large as the first return stroke pulsation. Intermediate types arc also obtained.
The time intervals between the L pulsations vary from 30 to 100
that they originate from stepped leaders.

flS,

which indicates

Night time atmospherics show the same

three types of leader, but the apparent time interval between the steps is sm a ller owing
to successive ionospheric reflections.

The return streamer process.
The sa li ent points regarding the radi ation field
of ground discharge is as follows. At 3 kc/s the radiation is confined to the return
strokes. This remains tru e up to about 20 kc/s except that the preliminary and
interstroke pu lses occasionally appear with amplitudes of I ;;,o to 2 ~0 of those of the
2.

return strokes.
With increas ing frequ ency up to about 1-2 M c/s, return strokes still
have the largest amplitude, but radiations fro m other parts of the discharge increase
progressively. At 4-12 Mc/s, especially when higher than 10 M c/s, the latter su rpasses
the return strokes in amplitude. An interesting phenomenon is observed at these
higher frequen cies. T he r adiation is intense and continuous during the course of the
first few st1·okes of a flash, except for pauses varying from 2 to 20 ms immediately
following a return strokc.csm After the initial burst of act ivit y the pulses become
more and more spaced in time. With increasing frequencies, the intermittent impulsive
radiations change graduall y into continuous radiations, but at frequencies higher than
100 1\lfc/s they occur very often associated with electrostatic pulses.
3.

The cloud discharge process.

ln the intra-cloud discharges small r api d steps

like field changes responsible for sudden bursts of bright luminosity arc usually superimposed in sporadic fashion on the slow field change. At frequencies from 3 to 10
kc/s there are usually only one to three very small radiation pulses which are associated
with rapid but not necessarily the largest K f ie ld changes. As the frequency in creases
to 2 Mc/s, more and more radiation pulses appear, those associated with K field
changes remaining the la rgest. At 4-1 2 Mc/s the radiation becomes practically continuous and the K pulses can no longer be distinguished from the rest of the radiation.
The cloud discharge has hig h frequency characteristics somewhat similar to the J
process in the ground discharge and it is generally composed of slow J -like streamers
and many rap id local st reamers. i\ t higher f1-equencies over I 00 Mc/s, co ntinuos and
intermittent radiations independent of a n y process like stepped leaders are observed.
Lightning flashes within 5 km very often show a continuous radiation , which has a
duration larger than 100 m s, accompanied by an electric field of complicated variation.
The following figures give the ratios of the a mplitudes of the return stroke
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radiation of grou nd disc harges to the amplitud es of the most intense ra diation components of cloud disc harges at eli fferent frequenc ies :
Frequency
3 kcjs

6

II

I 0 II
20 II
30 II
50-100 II
1.5-12 Mc/s

V.

Amplitude ratios
20/1-40/1
10/ 1-20/ 1
10/ 1
5/ 1
2/1-3/ 1
1/ 1-1.5/ 1
1/ 1

Frequency Spectrum

The frequency spec trum of atmospherics IS very important Ill the st udy of wave
propaga tion, propaga tion of atmospherics, and the mechanism of lightning discharge,
but it is a lw very difficult to obtain a f1·cquency spec trum a t Yari ous distances from
the source, at various stages of lightning discharges, at various geographical features,
at various meteorolog ical and seasonal conditions. Although the data a vaia blc at
present a rc very few, the fo llowing arc the main 1esults of observati on from ELF to
U HF a ll over the world.
Tayl or and Jcan s15l recorded the intensity of a tmosph eri cs at 1-40 kc/s emitted
from the grou nd discharge at distances between 150 a nd 600 km. W a tt a nd M axweJ[uQ
m a de similar observations at 1- 100 kc/s at dista nces between 30 a nd 50 km. llorner'm
measured at 11 M c/s and 6 kc/s at di stances between 1.5 and 6.5 km. Takagi 041 measured at 100 kc/s - 500 Mc/s a t 15-20 km. Schafer 11 n mcasurcd at 150 Mc/s a t 1- 32 km.
Sum marizing these data and normali zing a t a distance of 10 km for the receiver
band width of I kc/s, we obtai n a frequency spectrum as shown in Fig. I. But as the
met hods of measu rements a nd characterist ics of each apparatus arc different, the
curve in the figure is not fully reliable; it only shows t he gene ra l tendency. The
waveform of atmospherics in the neighbourhood of a ligh tning discharge depends on
the geographical feature (sea, mount::~ in , plain, c it y, town, tower, etc.), geographical
position and th e kind of discharge (ground discharge, cloud discharge, etc.), a nd
changes fr om time to time during the di scharge process.
T wo widely quoted expressions have been given fo1· th e current su rge du ring the
return-stroke of a lightning flash to th e earth. Both 111li have the same d ouble exponential form i,= i,. (e-·' -e-fi'), where t is the time in sec. a nd i, the current a t time t,
the origi n of time being ta ken at the star t of th e return - stroke. Bruce and Golde '191
gave th e following fig ures for the para meters, namely. i, 28,000 A, a = 4.4x 104,
{1=4.Gx 10>, whi le Norinder 'lO suggested the values io= 20,000 A , n: = 7 X 10 3 , 11 = 4 X 10 4 •
It is wel l kn ow n ,!~& for instance, th a t individua l lightning flashes d iffer considerably
in the ir spectral characteristics, th e excitation of \\·hich may be anticipated to be
related to conditions, a nd thcrcfore currents, in the return- stroke channel. Perhaps
the most st riking evidence, however, for the existance of at least two m a in t ypcs of
curren t surge is that derived from the stud y of at mospherics. The frequency spec tra
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of the electromagnetic fields radiated respectively by return-strokes carrying the Norinder and Bruce-Golcle forms of current surge, with the current assumed to be uniforn.
;dong the ch;t tlltcl. can easily IJc calrtd<ttrd.
Hill ~1' calculated the radiation energy of lightning in the \ LF range, considering
only the return stroke, and found that the spectral energy distribution is centred at
abou t II kc, with a total width at half- maximum or 12 kc/s.
In 1932 it was suggested by Shurnann~ that the earth ancl ionosphere may together
act as a cavit) resonator for electromagnetic wave and that the first rcs:ma nce ~hould
occur at 10.6 cjs. Refinement of the theory indicated that losses due to absorption
by the ion osphere o r radiation thmugh the ionosphere shou ld reduce the resonant
frequency by at least 1.5 cjs.
Experimental evidence for the existence of the first
resonant mode was reported first by Schumann and Konig·' and, in considerably
more detail by Konig.
The theory of ELF resonances was more recently discussed by Wait, and experimental evidence for the existence of the first and higher resonant modes, based upon
measurements of electric f ields, was presented by Balser and \Vagnu.IZ~

Their results

were also applied by Raemer to the calculation of an ionospheric loss parameter which
is a function of the height and the conductivity of the sharply bounded ionosphere
assumed in the first order theory. Additional experimantal results were published
recently by Koni g, by Maple, by Lokken, Shand and vVright, by Polk an d fitchcn,
and by Sao, Jindo and Kumagai; Konig!! reported that almost the sa me types of ELF
\\ere observed at Bonn and l\l unich. classified into 5 types correlating with weather
phenomena, and on the occasion of solar eclipse, similar changes were observed with
the sunrise and sunset phenomena; PolkOO confirmed the existence of comp aratively
strong natural oscillations in the 7 to 10 cjs frequency range, but the resonan t frequency
exhibits short time variations and at night they are considerably weaker than during
daylight hours and st r onger than usual during periods of geomagne tic activity; Saozn
suqgestcd that only 25GG of lig htning discharges emit ELF and 81 (i0 of ELF come
from sources which radiate \ ' LF around the observatory and not from sources all
over the world.

VI.

The Study Programme for the Future

I. According t o the observation for a long time it seems that the characteristi cs
of atmospherics. which define its frequency spectrum, depend on the configuration and
development of thundercloud. They show variations in accordance with the seasonal
and meteorological conditions as well as geographical features such as the plateau,
plain, mountain, sea, lake, town, city, tall tower, etc. Therefore it is recommended
that the frequency scpectrum from ELF to UHF be measured at various distances
from the source, at every meteo rological and seasonal conditions as well as at every
geographical feature. It will contribute to the study of wave propaga tion, mechanism
of lightning discharge, properties of whistlers, etc. Indeed some authors have shown
that the occurrence of whistlers depends on the frequency spectrum of mother
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atmospherics and on the propagation conditions, and those atmospherics which have a
prnk near 5 kc/s, in place of ordinary 10 kc/s, excite ,,histlcrs very often.
2.

At present

lll<lll)'

s1ic ntists oiJscrvc the production, development and destruction

of thunderc:oucb a t many points on the g round '' ith ckctronica l instru ments, and
evaluate the electrical configuration of thunderclouds. But this is after all an indirect
method and it is complicated; it requires a large area, much rnan-po,,·er, etc. Therefore
it is recommended to determin e the specification of a radiosonde and a Radar with
PPI and RHI scopes suitable for obsen·ing horizontnl and vertical configurations of
thundercloud s.
3. Although we could not succeed due to disturbance b y a typhoon , we made a
measu rement of characteristics of a ground discharge with a large paper balloon,
connected with a grounded conducter, at 200 rn hig h on the plateau of Mt. Haruna
(1448 rn ) , around w hic h many equipmcnts for measurements \\'ere arra nged. It is,
therefore, highl y t·ecommcndcd that studies and discussions be carried out to determin e
th e most useful method of this kind , so that a si mil ar but more elaborate method
may come out.
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